UNIT 8
PEACEFUL

AND

GRACEFUL

How peaceful
and graceful
these swans
are!

care + -FUL = careful
noun

suffix

adjective

Refer to the spelling rules in Appendix B-III.
A. Fill in each blank using an adjective derived from the
second noun in each sentence.

Example: People who love peace, like to be in a

peaceful

country.

In some cases -FUL is added to nouns to make other nouns
to indicate quantity.
Examples: a mouthful of food, a cupful of flour, a
spoonful of sugar, a handful of money.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

If your teacher has doubt that you will succeed, he is
_________________ about your success.
If a typist takes care with her work, she is considered a
_________________ typist.
If a lazy student expresses a wish to pass his class, it will be
_________________ thinking.
A dog that does no harm is not _________________.
If a farmer produces a lot of fruit, his soil is considered
_________________.
You need a special skill to run this machine.
You need to be _________________ to run this machine.
Eating chocolate cake is not a sin.
Jane, however, considers it _________________ because she is on a
diet.
Cigarette smoking does harm to lungs.
It is _________________ to smoke cigarettes.
Swans have natural grace.
They swim in the water in a _________________ manner.
People who have faith in Christianity usually go to church.
The bells heard on Sundays call the _________________ people to
pray.

B. Form adjectives from the following nouns by adding
the suffix -FUL. Use each adjective in a noun phrase as
illustrated in the example. Use articles where
necessary.
Example:

care

a careful student

1. hope

_____________

2. skill

_____________

3. use

_____________

4. plenty

_____________

5. beauty

_____________

6. power

_____________

7. help

_____________

8. pain

_____________

C.

Match the adjectives in List A with the nouns in List B
to form the best associations.

List A

List B

1. meaningful

__ act

2. painful

__ book

3. faithful

__ student

4. respectful

__ engine

5. useful

__ injury

6. beautiful

__ dog

7. powerful

__ lady

D. Fill in each blank with one of the words in the box.
hopeful
graceful

peaceful
careful

fearful
helpful

Mrs. Jones and her youngest child Jim are at the zoo now. Mrs. Jones finds it
very ___________________ to take her kids to the zoo because they learn the
names of the animals much better. She is ___________________that it will help
Jim as well. Now, they are watching the ___________________and
___________________ swans swimming in the lake. Right now, they are watching
the lions. Mr. Brown feels that Jim is a little bit ___________________ of the
lions. These lions are roaring behind the iron bars. Jim is ___________________
not to go close to the iron bars because he knows that lions can be dangerous. There
is so much to see in the zoo. So they start walking. They hear the birds singing at
the other end. They start walking to that direction. Jim’s fear turns into joy.

D. Puzzles to solve
Puzzle 1
1

2

3

4

Across
5 with hopes (7)
8 You hear with your _________s. (3)
9 with grace (8)
10 _____comes after nine (3)
11 with joy (6)
12 __________ information (6)
Down
1 It's very _____ of you to send that card.
(10)
2 ________ and pencil (3)
3 ________ coat (3)
4 filled with fear (7)
6 Your suggestions have been very ___. (7)
7 with pain (7)

3

Across
1 may give harm (7)
4Tonight he will _______(be seen) at
the stage as an actor (6)
7 not ugly (9)
8 has uses (6)

5
6
7

8

9

10

11

12

Puzzle 2
1

2

4

5
6

7

8

Down
1 _______ the sound (4)
2 with fear (7)
3 with joy (6)
5 You need a_________ machine to
do this tough job. (8)
6 _________ injury or experience(7)

